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Welcome to PCL
PCL has a long history of excellence as
a customer-focused company, having
been founded i n 1938 w hen the very
first pressure gauges were designed
and manufactured i n Sheffield.

Progress over the following three quarters of a century has been phenomenal, with
the company becoming a familiar brand name across the world, before becoming part
of the HORNGROUP of companies, along with the TECALEMIT brand in 2011.

Today PCL is recognised as the global market leader in the design, manufacture and
distribution of the most advanced and comprehensive portfolio of tyre inflation and
compressed air products. Its products are a familiar sight on garage forecourts, tyre
shops, factories and workshops around the world.

Local service

Our dynamic and forward-thinking company continues to
expand, providing first-class, reliable and cost effective
products for tyre inflation and pneumatics, ensuring our
customers are able to access a localised service wherever
they are based. This attention to quality, constant
improvement and development is reflected in our facilities
in China (PCL, Shanghai) and India (PCL-SUMO, Mumbai) -
further extending our international capabilities.

Helping your business prosper

It is this dedicated and pro-active approach that has
established PCL as the brand of choice, with quality, high
performance products designed to fit any industry need
to help your business prosper. We can even help you to
identify the best revenue generators for your company, for
example products that get the job done quicker, meaning
more revenue and profit.
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After sales support

Our dedication to customers means we are not just a
supplier of products, we act as a partner too, providing
a full after sales service, as well as support to sell our
products, such as bespoke product literature, training and
product user manuals.

Highest quality standards

All PCL products are thoroughly tested; mostly to
internationally recognised standards, and individually
certified before they leave the factory, giving you complete
peace of mind. Every product is built to last using only
the highest quality components so you can be safe in the
knowledge that the products are built with reliability and
durability in mind.

Why PCL?
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Expert technical help

In addition, our customers have access to full technical
support and site visits where necessary. Our highly
experienced staff are trained to help you solve product and
application problems, providing advice you can rely on.

Extensive stock

We won't keep you waiting. The PCL warehouse stocks all of
the products in this catalogue and in most cases; your order
is shipped the same day it is received.

No nonsense warranties

All products featured in this catalogue carry a 1 year
warranty.

PCL can provide you with the best products and service available. We pride ourselves on providing a solution for every
application, and every level of activity, whist remaining true to our ethos of quality products and exceptional service.

PCL maintains a firm commitment to its roots, still manufacturing from its production facility in Sheffield, the cradle of
engineering excellence. The modern factory occupies over 12,000m2and utilises the very latest production equipment. As such,
PCL is proud to display the city's prestigious mark of quality and excellence on its "made in Sheffield" products.

For customers this means access to old favourites in addition to ground-breaking new products and ranges, including: electronic
tyre inflation, air tools, air treatment and equipment for nitrogen applications.

Add to that a loyal and highly skilled workforce and you have a company which delivers reliable inflation and pneumatic
solutions you can count on, at prices you can afford.

...for all your pneumatic needs.
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